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   Introduction 

Supercomputers and MapReduce based datacenters represent 
two camps in the field of large-scale parallel processing.  
 
Name the differences
Parallel computing system versus distributed computing system  
Scale-up system versus scale-out system 
HPC system versus Datacenter/Cloud computing system  


Data locality
To provide location information of data blocks to the task scheduler; the purpose of the 
information is to schedule tasks onto the compute nodes that have their data.  
 
PFS and DFS has their own features and concerns: 

 
 
 
 
 
 


HPC system lacks Datacenter's efficiency on handling data-
intensive workloads
While big data applications require the linkage of high performance computing and data 
processing power, there is a need of being able to run data-intensive HPC applications on 
Datacenter type data processing systems.   

PFS and DFS collaborate
Addressing the Big Data challenge requires the power of both high-performance computing 
and data processing.  
To satisfy the storage demand for merging of HPC and Cloud/Datacenter.    

   Motivation 

Data migration/copy
E.g., HPC Simulation application generates data, then MapReduce application analyzes the 
data 
HPC and MapReduce applications usually run on different system, the data sharing between 
them requires data migration or data copy.  


Semantic gaps  
E.g., their underlying file systems support different levels of parallelism for writing files. Read 
operation is not a problem in general since it does not raise any issue in contention or 
consistence. 
 
In terms of data write, the problem is that all the three types of parallelism are common for 
HPC applications but HDFS only support the first type - the inter-file parallel write.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PFS	 DFS	
Computation and 
Storage 

Separate  Co-located 

Data Locality Does not care Key performance factor 
Parallel data write Common usage case Does not support 
Data optimizations Very important Rarely used 
I/O path Complex, many layers Almost pure local paths 
Requirement -  Low latency (response time) 

-  High bandwidth 
Emphasizing throughput 
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   Considerations 

File share in HDFS
In HDFS, even for MapReduce applications, parallel write to a shared "HDFS file" is not 
allowed. For parallel write, multiple tasks of the same MapReduce job must write onto 
multiple subfiles under one directory.  
 
WRITE mode in HFDS 
HDFS utilizes stream write for all data writes and also disables the "offset seek" function for 
files opened in WRITE mode. Multiple streaming writes on the same file are not allowed in 
Java and HDFS.  
 
A client-side collective I/O approach 
One aggregator for each block 
 
The aggregation needs to be aware of HDFS files’ block partition.  
Aggregator selection algorithm is need to fulfill 

Workload balance 
Minimal inter-node traffic 

   The Lock Sharing Mechanism Redesign  

   Synchronous and Asynchronous Write Functions 

Block	  0	  in
P0's	  buffer

Block	  2	  in
P1's	  buffer

Block	  1	  in
P2's	  buffer

Block	  3	  in
P3's	  buffer

Phase	  2:	  Write Write Write Write

P0's	  requests P1's P2's P3's

Datanode	  0 Datanode	  1 Datanode	  2 Datanode	  3

The	  target	  file’s	  logical	  view

Block	  0 Block	  1 Block	  2 Block	  3

Phase	  1.1:	  Aggregator	  Selection
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Destinations	  of	  Block	  {0,	  1,	  2,	  3}:	  	  	  Datanodes	  {0,	  2,	  1,	  3}.

	  	  Aggregators	  of	  Block	  {0,	  1,	  2,	  3}:	  	  	  Process	  {0,	  2,	  1,	  3}.

Phase	  1.2:	  Data	  Communication	  from	  process	  requests	  to	  aggregator’s	  buffer

Block	  0 Block	  2 Block	  1 Block	  3

In	  Reorganizer’s
buffer:	  Block	  0 Block	  2 Block	  1 Block	  3

Phase	  3:	  Write Write Write Write

P0's	  request	  queue P1's P2's P3's

Datanode	  0 Datanode	  1 Datanode	  2 Datanode	  3

Phase	  2:	  (1)	  Block	  location	  selection.	  (The	  same	  algorithm	  as	  used	  in	  synchronous	  write.)
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (2)	  Data	  Reorganizers	  fetch	  the	  data	  of	  its	  blocks	  from	  other	  nodes.

Block	  0 Block	  2 Block	  1 Block	  3

Phase	  1:	  Local	  dump Local	  dump Local	  dump Local	  dump

The	  target	  file’s	  logical	  view

Block	  0 Block	  1 Block	  2 Block	  3

Synchronous parallel file write 

Asynchronous parallel file write 

   Metadata Management   

   Experimental Results   

Allow parallel writing
Namenode initializes write lock token and gives to the first arrived request, responds the 
following ones with the same write lock.  
 
Time to close the file 
Namenode maintains a counter for an opened file. Whenever a process request to open 
for write, the counter will be increased by one. For each close request, the counter will be 
decreased by one.  
Namenode checks the counter's value: if zero, which means no process is still using the file, 
closes; otherwise, keeps the file open.  

The default HDFS does not allow parallel data writes and updates, so the block sequence 
is the same as the blocks' write completion order. 
 
With parallel file write enabled, multiple processes and threads can request to write 
different blocks from a share file. Their requests may arrive at Namenode at different times 
in a random order.   
 
Mismatch
between the correct logical block order and the allocation request order.  
 
We let each client process or thread pass the block number as a hint along with the block 
requests to Namenode. After all the blocks get to their final destinations, Namenode 
reorders the metadata entries according to the hints and then commits the correct 
information to persistent storage.  
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